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Abstract

This paper describes the efforts in modeling and simulating electromagnetic transmission and reception as in a wireless sensor network through a realistic wing model for the Integrated Vehicle Health Management project at the Glenn Research Center. A computer model in a standard format for an S-3 Viking aircraft was obtained, converted to a Microwave Studio software format, and scaled to proper dimensions in Microwave Studio. The left wing portion of the model was used with two antenna models, one transmitting and one receiving, to simulate radio frequency transmission through the wing. Transmission and reception results were inconclusive.

Introduction

The Integrated Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) project is developing technologies to enable mitigation of adverse events during flight. At the Glenn Research Center wireless communications technologies are being investigated to allow the reliable transmission of data from thousands of sensors, necessary to achieve the IVHM project goals. Due to the enclosed metallic structures of an aircraft, a series of radio frequency (RF) simulations and in-situ experiments are being conducted to determine candidate frequency bands for reliable sensor data communication. [1]

Microwave Studio (MWS) of Computer Science Technology (CST), Inc. was the software chosen for this simulation effort. Microwave Studio will incorporate structural models from other finite element and design software programs and format them into CST files for internal use. Within MWS, geometrical measurements of the models can be made easily. This allows the ability to scale the structural model and realistically portray it. A variety of geometrical objects such as cylinders and spheres are also available for construction of antennas. [2]

S-3 Viking Wing Model

NASA Glenn Research Center currently uses an S-3 aircraft for flight research projects, as well as a spare left wing. This spare wing is being utilized for RF measurements. A model of this aircraft in a Standard ACIS Text (SAT) file was obtained from the NASA Glenn Hangar facility to enable RF simulations using MWS.

The RF measurements within an actual wing will allow validation of the MWS simulation results within a software model of the actual wing as well as allow future flight testing within the same environment. The SAT model was imported into MWS and converted to a CST format as shown in Figure 1 which is compatible with MWS. This is one of the simpler models for an S-3 Viking aircraft. The lack of extreme sophistication is evinced by the fact that the model was not originally a solid representation of the aircraft, but actually composed of infinitesimally thin surfaces, making it a three-dimensional representation using two-dimensional structural components. [3]
Characteristic Frequency Values

Characteristic frequencies were then calculated with the Eigen mode solver of MWS in order to find the resonance values. The representations of the first five electric E and magnetic H modes are depicted in Figure 3 while their corresponding frequencies are given in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-Modes</th>
<th>H-Modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode 1</td>
<td>65.511 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 2</td>
<td>80.421 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>93.752 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>104.278 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 5</td>
<td>106.722 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a starting point, our simulations were centered about the Industrial-Scientific-Medical (ISM) bands of 903 MHz and 2.4 GHz since these are unlicensed frequency bands and considerable attention is given to them.

Patch Antennas

After changing the S-3 wing to a solid model, we followed the MWS tutorial illustrating the procedure to model a 10 GHz patch antenna. This was our first antenna modeling effort for the purpose of simulating radio frequency transmission through the wing structure. In order to scale that antenna to other frequencies, we simply scaled the dimensions of the structure linearly.

Quarter-Wave Monopole Antennas

It was then decided to model a simple quarter-wave monopole antenna shown in Figure 7 which could be changed dimensionally quite easily. The dimensions of the monopole were automatically adjusted to give an optimum radiation impedance of about 73 ohms regardless of the frequency of operation. Waveguide port sources shown if Figure 8 at the bottoms of the antennas were used to generate and receive simulated RF. Initially the antennas penetrated the surface of the wing structure, but after working with the software it was easier and less problematic to insert the antennas into the interior of the wing structure. After numerous errors and warnings during aborted simulations, S-parameter results were obtained. However, these results indicated extremely high reflection and very low transmission through the wing.
After many antenna positioning and parameter changes, we thought that a very simple center-fed dipole would give more favorable results in terms of transmission characteristics. See Figure 9. This antenna was modeled so that dimensions, also, could be changed easily. Using cylinders and half-spheres, to smooth end sections, the antenna was modeled and simulations were again started. These simulations also encountered similar problems due to mesh size and component intersections; however we did retrieve partial transmission and reflection results. These results were no more promising that the results using the monopole antennas.

Although a wing structure could be designed using MWS, it would be difficult to create an accurate model. Other Computer-Aided Design (CAD) programs would be better suited for this task. A nice feature of MWS is the ability to import files from other CAD software. The MWS calculated characteristic frequencies appeared to have the proper order of magnitude for this wing structure, but these values should be corroborated using other means. This gave us an indication on where suitable frequencies of operation existed, although we still were considering the ISM unlicensed bands. Our S21 transmission results for 2 GHz and 20 GHz indicated that our scaling procedure was correct, yet not optimized. Optimization of these antennas would have taken considerable time and so we looked for a simpler solution.

The monopole and center-fed dipole antennas were chosen, instead, because they, indeed, were simpler models and could more easily scale for other frequencies. The waveguide port sources, used to generate simulated RF, were generating the proper electric and magnetic fields in the antenna structure as evidenced from the MWS graphics plot. Once we decided on inserting the antennas into the wing structure, our simulations encountered less error warnings than earlier aborted simulations. Many of the error warnings were generated due to components which intersected or were not inserted properly.

The S-parameter results were partially obtained for both types of antennas after stopping the simulation before completion because of the excessive time involved. These results indicated extremely high reflection (S11=1) while the transmission was near -50 dB on average. We are not quite sure why this occurred. Antenna positions and orientations were changed but that had little effect on the results. Excessive simulation times were a result of the extremely large mesh size which was in turn due to the high simulation frequency and electrically large structure dimensions. Efforts to optimize the mesh were performed automatically and manually to no avail. In these simulations, the transient solver was used. We would have preferred using the integral equation solver which was specifically developed for analyzing the radar cross section (RCS) of electrically large structures (external simulation), but problems arose when trying to use it for transmission in a cavity such as the S-3 wing structure. As it stands, a thorough refinement of the mesh structure is in order to correctly simulate the problem. Many of the automatic features of the program can be used to optimize the mesh in temporal terms, but manually adjusting the mesh is the next step in order to reduce the simulation time.
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